
 
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Acquisition of Fast Service Srl by IVS Group Holding Spa 
 

 
Luxembourg March 22st, 2012. IVS Group Holding SpA (IVS) has signed today a Purchase 
Agreement to acquire 70% of Fast Service Srl (Fast Service).  
The acquisition of Fast Service represents the second acquisition in a few days for IVS, the Italian 
leader and third player in the European vending machines operators market. Fast Service, a 
company based in Rome, is the concessionaire of the surface for vending machines in the Italian 
railway stations, and in particular for Grandi Stazioni, Centostazioni and RFI-Rete Ferroviaria 
Italiana. The deal will allow IVS to consolidate its control over the market segment with the highest 
growth rate of the vending industry: the travel segment, which includes all the locations and facility 
related to transportation services. 
It has been estimated, based on Confida database (the Italian vending association), that the travel 
segment in the period 2008/2011 grew faster than the rest of the market, with a growth rate of 
approximately 6% per annum. For the next year, the business volume of travel segment is expected 
to grow further at a sustained rate, both in relation to the food & beverage product category, and to 
the new "non-food" categories, not yet highly penetrated in the European vending market. 
The acquired company recorded a turnover of approximately Euro 8.0 million in 2011 and a Net 
Financial Indebtedness of approximately Euro 2.7 million. The company’s performance is expected 
to significantly grow in 2012, due to the increase in contractual rates on existing contracts and the 
acquisition of new clients. The IVS and Fast Service  shareholders are partly overlapping. 
The price paid by IVS for the stake in Fast Service is equal approximately to Euro 33 million and 
the acquisition multiple EV/EBITDA, on the 2012 expected result, is approximately 7.4x. 
IVS is implementing a consolidation strategy in the Italian market, thanks to the financial resources 
contributed by the upcoming merger with Italy1 and the related listing to the Italian stock exchange. 
IVS, with the acquisition of Fast Service and the recent acquisition of Selecta Italia (announced on 
March 8th), realized a significant part of acquisition program, included in its broader strategic plan.  
The IVS development strategy is composed also by a substantial organic growth. The aim of IVS is 
to be the consolidator of the Italian market and to expand its vending business to new market 
segments and new product categories. 
On April 12th, 2012 the Italy1 AGM/EGM will be held in order to approve the merger between the 
Italy1 and IVS. 
Please note that the operation in question has no impact on the IVS valuation and therefore on the 
exchange ratio specified in the documentation relating to the merger made available to the public. 
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